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THE LAST HOPE &

RELIGIOUS MEDITATION.
POPULAR EDITION

Edited by CHARLES KUNKEL.

Religioso •) — 144 or J — 72.

(In a religious and devotional manner)

L. M. GOTTSCHALK.
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(A) In the study of this piece.it is best at first, to count six eights instead of three quarters, as it will prevent hurry,

ing the time, a fault of young pianists are apt to commit where measures containing thirty-second notes and half

and quarter notes alternate.

(B) It is best to strike the B with the second finger and then substitute the first finger. By striking B with the

second finger with a loose elbow and wrist attack, an elastic and refined tone is assured.

(S) Pedal note. See above.
Copyright 1912 by Kunkel Brothers Music Co. 2101 -5
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(D) All other editions contain two measures here instead of one measure. This is an error as the phrase must contain

four measures and not five. The error was made by the engraver of the first edition and was never corrected although

Gottschaik repeatedly drew the original publisher’s attention to the error which destroyed the musical sense ofthe phrase.
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The pedal must be carefully used as marked, as the melody notes, require the support of the accompanying har-
mony up to the third quarter, This use of the pedal will create a little dissonance- the conflicting of the melody
notes however is allowable, as it is better to have the richness of the harmony than the poverty if the clear-
ness of the melody is observed.
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Kunkel’s Eclectic

Graded Course of Studies
FOR THE

PIANO.

IN TEN GRADES.
GRADE I

GRADE li

GRADE III

GRADE IV

GRADE V

GRADE VI

GRADE VII

GRADE VIII

GRADE IX

GRADE X

Each Grade, - One Dollar.

KUNKEL’S ECLECTIC GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES
MAY BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH

KUNKEL’S ROYAL PIANO METHOD,

Special Notice to Piano Teachers and Students.

It is with sincere pleasure that we call the at-

tention of all earnest and ambitious teachers and

students, to the best Graded Course of Studies for

the piano ever published —namely

—

"KUNKEL'S
ECLECTIC GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES
for the Piano” in Ten Grades. After an unsatis-

factory experience with the good, bad and indiffer-

ent "Courses” in the market, it is with a feeling

of intense satisfaction that the teacher looks over

"Kunkel’s Eclectic Graded Course of Studies” and

acknowledges that here at last is a work which
meets every expectation.

Bvery study in this "Graded Course” is spe-

cially annotated, thus greatly aiding the teacher in

his arduous task and facilitating the progress of

the pupil.

"Kunkel’s Eclectic Graded Course of Studies'*

for the piano is published in ten grades, at one dol-

lar per grade.

The "Course” embraces everything necessary

to make a first-class pianist. It is a Graded Course
of Studies which will lead the student fron. the very
beginning to the summit of the art of piano playing.

When a pupil has completed "Kunkel’s Ecleotic

Graded Course of Studies” the true knowledge of

piano playing which he will have gained will serve

him as a "Grand Diploma” which will be ever et

his disposal—a Diploma of whieh he will here

every reason to be proud.
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